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Big and important case
3 things:
1. Mario’s harms
2. Losses
3. This jury figuring out how much money is 
    enough to make up for harms and losses
That’s all
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Scaled Question
When a company’s negligence harms a worker, 
the worker is entitled to an amount of money 
equal to the level of the harm.
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Loosening Up the Jury:
Please talk to me.
No one will be judgmental of you.
It might mean you’re not the right person for 
this case or this jury.
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Liability/Fault Has Been Established
I didn’t say whether or not the defendant, 
Solar Partners, was negligent.
• Judge Smith already determined Solar Partners 
  was negligent.
• Let me say again: You do not decide that



Damages
At end of case—you decide how much is enough 
to make up for harms/losses.
Someone may say, I can’t decide how much $ 
Mario (plaintiff) should get if I don’t know what 
the company did wrong.
Anyone feel that way?
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Damages
Can you decide how much money is enough for 
harm without knowing what company did wrong?
Commitment
Each row:
Q: Will you accept Judge Smith’s finding that   
    defendant, Solar Partners, was negligent & 
    promise not to discuss this in deliberations?
Your job is to stop any discussion of whether the 
company is at fault.
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Plaintiff, Mario’s Injuries
Leg crushed and burned by pipe, and while trying 
to hold his body up, he severely damaged his arm

[Note to the reader: I am "understating" his actual 
injuries.]
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You’re Going to Hear Mario’s Harms/Losses
1. Fix (what you can)
2. Help (give help that Mario needs)
3. Balance out (the damage to his life)
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Burden of Proof
Mental anguish
PowerPoint slide
Company negligently harms a worker, the worker 
is entitled to amount of $ equal to level of harm.
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PPT (PowerPoint)
Medical
Should get full and fair compensation
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PowerPoint
Medical care
Entitled to the best

Doesn’t speak English
Garcia: not a good communicator
Case in Dallas, injury occurred outside 
in Tennessee—is this a problem?
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More Than $10 Million
This is the range that I have to ask based on 
evidence

Know defendant’s lawyers/Mike
(The difference between them all)
Can’t be fair
Anyone know anyone else
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Individual Questions
Inoculation
Conclusion
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